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ABSTRACT

These cloud-based applications not only consume computational
power in the cloud but also heavily rely on the Internet, particularly
for supporting file downloads and video conferencing. Reports
from access ISPs, Internet exchange points (IXPs), content delivery
networks (CDNs), and network monitoring companies showed that
Internet traffic surged due to increased use during the pandemic
[3, 8, 10, 14, 21, 25, 32]. The volume of video conferencing traffic
exploded by 210% - 700% [8, 21, 32], which contributed to a 30+%
growth in upstream traffic [8, 25]. ISPs observed 20-30% increased
use of on-demand and live video streaming [8, 25, 44]. The surge
in traffic volume contributed to overflow of interconnections to
content providers and degraded video QoE [4].
It is important to measure performance and its variations between the cloud and different networks, particularly ISPs, as a
proxy to understand the quality of experience (QoE) of cloud-based
applications. However, the coverage of host-based measurement infrastructures (e.g., RIPE Atlas [37], CAIDA’s Ark [5], Speedchecker
[42]) depends on the network and location of vantage points (VPs)
of the hosts, which tends to be in large-scale ISPs and metro areas.
Furthermore, to avoid congesting VP’s access links, these platforms
do not support or heavily restrict throughput measurements using
quota systems.
In this paper, we report our design and implementation of CLoudbased Applications Speed Platform (CLASP) which we used to orchestrate virtual machines (VMs) in cloud regions to monitor cloud
network performance to different networks during the pandemic.
Instead of measuring from the edge, we leveraged three speed test
infrastructures (Ookla [29], Comcast [9], and M-Lab [20]) to perform network throughput measurements upload/download from
the cloud VPs. This approach allows us to emulate clients in certain
ISPs and locations transferring data to/from the cloud. Furthermore,
as VMs used by CLASP share network resources with other ones,
measurement results are representative of performance perceived
by applications served from the same cloud region.
The characteristics of speed test infrastructures complements
host-based measurement platforms. First, the networks and locations of speed test servers are highly diverse, because many ISPs
deploy test servers for users to validate their network speed. In
March 2021, we found 1,387 available servers in 799 ASes in the
U.S. across the three speed test platforms. ISPs often place servers
close to users for lower latency, to optimize test results [12]. Second, the test servers are dedicated to throughput measurements
and have higher network capacity (at least 1 Gbps for Ookla [30])
and availability than VPs hosted in home networks. Using wellprovisioned servers avoids interference with end users or other
services. Finally, as speed tests are hosted as a web service, the test
servers are responsive to incoming packets.

Public cloud platforms are vital in supporting online applications
for remote learning and telecommuting during the COVID-19 pandemic. The network performance between cloud regions and access
networks directly impacts application performance and users’ quality of experience (QoE). However, the location and network connectivity of vantage points often limits the visibility of edge-based
measurement platforms (e.g., RIPE Atlas).
We designed and implemented the CLoud-based Applications
Speed Platform (CLASP) to measure performance to various networks from virtual machines in cloud regions with speed test
servers that have been widely deployed on the Internet. In our
five-month longitudinal measurements in Google Cloud Platform
(GCP), we found that 30-70% of ISPs we measured showed severe
throughput degradation from the peak throughput of the day.
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INTRODUCTION

Public cloud platforms are playing an important role during the
COVID-19 pandemic in supporting online applications to facilitate
telecommuting, home entertainment, e-commerce, and distance
learning. A survey showed that 82%/52% of education institutions
hosted their email/learning management systems in the cloud [35].
Google cloud platform (GCP), as one of the largest public cloud
platforms in the U.S., observed 30x usage growth in Google Meet
(video conferencing application) in April, 2020 [38, 39].
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Our main challenge is to select a representative list of servers to
efficiently conduct performance measurements to diverse Internet
destinations. We developed two methods to select test servers to
study GCP’s Internet performance.
1) Topology-based method aims to measure interconnections between cloud regions and their neighboring networks using
the default premium tier service [16].
2) Differential-based method compares performance between two
network tiers in GCP (premium and standard tiers). The premium tier uses Google’s private WAN to bring outgoing traffic to the egress point nearest to the destination. In contrast,
the traffic using the standard tier exits the Google network
at the origin region and transfers to destinations over the
public Internet. Incoming traffic toward cloud destinations
using the premium/standard tier enters Google’s network
at the interconnections nearest to the destination/source,
respectively. We choose test servers based on differences in
latency between network tiers measured from the edge and
measure the throughput with a pair of VMs connected to
one of the network tiers.
We conducted five months of measurements (May - September,
2020) to 458 speed test servers from 6 GCP regions (5 in U.S. and 1
in Europe). The collected data provided us a longitudinal view of
network performance between multiple GCP regions and diverse
sets of networks. We extended our earlier analysis [27] by further
studying performance dynamics. We designed a simple method
to identify diurnal congestion events by analyzing variations in
throughput. Our main findings include:

work conducted longitudinal network throughput measurements
from the cloud to hundreds of speed test servers around the world,
shedding light on the performance of bandwidth-demanding cloud
applications.

3

3.1

Speed test server selection

In our experiment, we used servers from three speed test platforms
(Ookla [29], M-Lab [20], and Comcast Xfinity speed test [9]) for
their diverse server deployment and the ability to allow clients to
choose test servers in the measurements. For each platform, we
crawled the list of available speed test servers and their metadata,
including IP address, network name, and location. We mapped
servers’ IP addresses to AS numbers with CAIDA’s Prefix-to-AS
dataset [6].
We found over 11,000 (Global)/1,300 (U.S.) test servers across the
three platforms. It is infeasible to periodically and frequently conduct throughput measurements to all servers because throughput
tests can generate substantial (over 100 MBytes) measurement traffic and induce high monetary cost. We developed two approaches
to choose subsets of servers to conduct throughput measurements.
1. Topology-based approach aims to select test servers that traverse unique interdomain links peered with each cloud region. We
perform a pilot scan from a VM in each region. We run bdrmap [24]
to discover interconnections between the regions and neighboring
ASes, and then run traceroutes to measure paths from the VMs
to all available speed test servers in the United States. We resolve
each IP hop in the traceroutes using the Prefix-to-AS dataset [6] to
estimate the number of AS hops from the cloud to the destination
networks. We match the IP addresses in these traceroutes with
the bdrmap-identified IPs (and their aliases) of the far side router
interfaces of interdomain links [26]. We group test servers by the
far-side IPs they traversed and compute the AS path length to the
destination networks. From each link, we choose the server that has
the shortest AS path length to the cloud region, usually is directly
peering, and has the lowest latency from the VM. For consistency
and continuity, we performed this selection process only at the
beginning of the measurement campaign.
2. Differential-based approach focuses on searching cases in which
the path to the server through the public Internet was significantly
lower, approximately the same, and significantly higher latency
than through Google’s WAN. The intuition for selecting these cases
was that there might be a relationship between comparative WAN
performance and available capacity over time.
We conduct a preliminary test to measure latency to GCP regions using Speedchecker 1 , which has vantage points in more than

• Download throughput decreased 50% or more from the peak
throughput for 1.3-3% of time (∼46.8 - 108 server-hours in
five months).
• 30-70% of ISPs showed some evidence of congestion that
caused more than a 50% decrease from the peak throughput
of the day for over 10% of days in our measurement period.
• 80% of test servers selected with the topology-based method
had 95th percentile download throughput (from Internet to
GCP) between 200-600Mbps, far lower than the link capacity
(1Gbps).
• The standard tier network (public Internet) generally had
<50% higher throughput (but higher variance) than the premium tier (Google’s private WAN).

2

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CLASP

The design of CLASP consists of two parts. First, we developed two
approaches for selecting sets of speed test servers for throughput
measurement (§3.1). After we selected the servers, the second part
of CLASP orchestrated virtual machines to conduct longitudinal
throughput measurements towards speed test servers across different networks from cloud regions (§3.2). We analyze the data
to detect congestion based on variability in network throughput
(§3.3).

RELATED WORK

Researchers have studied performance of public cloud platforms
since they launched [22]. Some measurement studies established
TCP flows to perform bulk data transfer between VMs to measure
inter-region [7, 33, 34] and inter-cloud [45] network performance.
These studies could not represent the network performance of
cloud-based applications perceived by Internet users, because intracloud and multi-cloud traffic often used private networks, which
were different from the Internet paths that carried end user traffic.
Recent studies used VPs in measurement platforms (e.g., PlanetLab [36], SpeedChecker [42] and RIPE Atlas [37]) to measure network latency between the commercial clouds and the edge [2, 31].
Latency measurements do not accurately reflect actual throughput between cloud platforms and ISPs under load. In contrast, our

1 Speedchecker
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10,000 networks and 200 countries, to VMs using both premium and
standard tier routing [2]. We group measurements by <city, AS, VM
region, GCP routing tier> and calculate median latency for tuples
for which we had more than 100 measurements (the rest we did
not consider). We take the difference between latency for standard
and premium tier for a fixed <city, AS, VM region> and find candidate tuples for which latency differed by at least 50 ms in absolute
value, or for which latency differed by less than 10 ms in absolute
value. For each region, we found 10 speed test servers in the same
<city, AS> as the previously identified “candidate tuples”. We chose
the 15-16 speed test servers from a list of approximately 100 that
satisfied our conditions, heuristically maximizing geographic and
network coverage.

3.2

VMs that connected to the standard tier network. We employ VM
type n1-standard-2 or n2-standard-22 as measurement VMs.
We throttle the downlink/uplink capacity of the measurement VM’s
network interface to 1Gbps/100Mbps using Linux tc, respectively,
to avoid overloading the networks. The reason of applying an asymmetric capacity is that GCP only charges the network usage on
the egress direction. A small uplink capacity enables us to conduct
measurements to more networks for longer period of time with
the same budget. The capacity only affects the sensitivity of the
measurements. We can still detect severe network congestion that
causes the throughput dropped below the imposed rate limit.
We implemented a headless browser-based script to execute webbased speed tests to a given server in a Chromium browser and
capture the results reported on the web interface. We also used
tcpdump to capture packet headers and someta [41] to record metadata of the VM in the experiments. We examined the resource usage
during tests and found that the VM type we chose had sufficient
computational power to support the test without depleting the CPU
resource, which could degrade network throughput.
Upon completion of the throughput tests, we run scamper [23] to
conduct paris-traceroute to speed test servers to capture the forward
Internet paths. We then compress the raw data and uploaded it
to the cloud storage bucket. The measurement VMs execute the
experiments as cron jobs hourly. We also randomize the sequence
of test servers to mitigate the interference from potential periodic
system events.

Experiment deployment

The architecture of CLASP consists of measurement VMs, a cloud
storage bucket, and local computing infrastructure for data processing and visualization. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of CLASP in
one of the cloud regions. We use the cloud APIs to automate the
creation of VMs and control the data pipeline for the scalability of
the measurements.

3.3

Data processing and Congestion detection

We centralize the data processing to the same region as the storage
bucket to avoid transferring both raw and processed data across
different cloud regions. The analysis VM identifies HTTP transactions from encrypted traffic and uses the corresponding TCP flows
to estimate the round-trip latency and packet loss rate. We index
the processed results into InfluxDB [18] and visualized them with
Grafana [17].
We analyze the variability in download/upload throughput to
identify congestion events. We first compute the normalized peak𝑇
(𝑠,𝑑)−𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑠,𝑑)
to-trough throughput difference [43], 𝑉 (𝑠, 𝑑) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑇 (𝑠,𝑑)
,
𝑚𝑎𝑥
where 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑠, 𝑑) and 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠, 𝑑) are the minimum and maximum
throughput observed by measurement VM-test server pair, 𝑠, in day
𝑑. High intra-day variability suggests the occurrence of congestion
in peak hours. Our next step is to determine a variability threshold,
𝐻 , for detecting congestion events. We applies the elbow method to
locate a cut-off point that would label a reasonable portion (<30%)
of VM-server days (𝑠-days) and hours (𝑠-hours) as congested by
varying 𝐻 . Fig. 2a shows the percentage of congested 𝑠-days, (i.e.,
𝑉 (𝑠, 𝑑) > 𝐻 ) for 0 ≤ 𝐻 ≤ 1. As 𝐻 increased from 0.25 to 0.5, the
percentage of congested 𝑠-days significantly decreased from 71.2%
(in us-west1)-89.7% (in us-west4) to 11%-30%. We used 𝐻 = 0.5 as
the threshold. We found that this threshold balanced sensitivity of
congestion detection with robustness to noise.
We applied 𝐻 to identify congestion in hourly throughput data.
We computed normalized intra-day throughput difference, 𝑉𝐻 (𝑠, 𝑡) =
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑠,𝑑)−𝑇 (𝑠,𝑡 )
, where 𝑇 (𝑠, 𝑡) is the reported throughput to 𝑠 at
𝑇
(𝑠,𝑑)

Figure 1: Overview of experiment design in CLASP.
After we compiled the server lists, CLASP determines the number of measurement VMs to deploy in each cloud region and the
number of tests each VM will perform to achieve measurement granularity of one throughput test per hour per test server. To mitigate
interference between throughput measurements, each measurement VM performs only one test at a time. Each throughput test
takes up to 120s. We also budget 20 minutes to conduct traceroute measurements and 5 minutes to transfer results to the storage
bucket after the tests. Therefore, each measurement VM conducted
at most 17 throughput tests in an hour. We also limit the number of
measurement VMs based on the budget for VMs and the network
egress charges.
The local compute server compiles server lists for each measurement VM. We then deploy the VMs to each cloud region using cloud APIs. We spread VMs across availability zones to balance measurement load in the region. For servers selected using
the differential-based method, we set up additional measurement

𝑚𝑎𝑥

2 Both

VM types equipped with two vCPUs, 7-8 GB memory and up to 10Gbps egress
network capacity [15].
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Traceroute measurements to all (1,329) speed test servers in the U.S.
showed that a significant portion (75.5%-91.6%) of servers shared
interconnections with the other ones, because test servers hosted
in edge networks (e.g., web hosting companies) or regional ISPs
traversed the same interdomain links as their upstream ISPs for
cloud connectivity. Our topology-based method selected around
100 servers that traversed unique interconnections for each region.
3 The coverage of interconnections that we could measure with
speed test servers was 20.7%-69.4%. We applied the differentialbased method to select 15 (us-central1 and us-east1) and 17 (europewest1) servers, and deployed one pair of VMs in each region to
perform the experiments. Appendix A shows the locations of the
cloud regions and selected test servers.

1

us-west1
us-west2
us-west4
us-east1
us-east4
us-central1

0.5

0
0

0.5

1

Variability Threshold, H

Percentage of
VH(s,t) > H

Percentage of
V(s,d) > H

time 𝑡, 𝑑 is the day of time 𝑡. This metric quantified the decrease
in throughput relative to the highest throughput of the day. Fig.
2b shows the fraction of congested 𝑠-hours (i.e., 𝑉𝐻 (𝑠, 𝑡) > 𝐻 ) by
applying different threshold, 𝐻 . We found that we classified 1.3-3%
of 𝑠-hours as congested for 𝐻 = 0.5. Our example in Fig. 3 shows a
time series of download throughput data labeled with congestion
events (highlighted in yellow). We could accurately capture the
multiple throughput drops between 10am and 4pm in the two days.

1

us-west1
us-west2
us-west4
us-east1
us-east4
us-central1

0.5

0
0

0.5

Table 1: Summary of the coverage of topology-based server
selection. During the pilot test, bdrmap found around 6k
interdomain links, represented by the unique far-side IPs,
in each cloud region. Neighboring ASes could have more
than one link connected to the cloud. Test servers selected
by CLASP covered 20.7%-69.4% of interdomain links that all
U.S. test servers traversed.

1

Variability Threshold, H

(a) Percentage of congested 𝑠-day. (b) Percentage of congested 𝑠Threshold (𝐻 = 0.5) labeled 11- hour. Threshold (𝐻 = 0.5) classi30% of 𝑠-day as congested day.
fied 1.3-3% of 𝑠-hour as congested
hours.

Regions

Figure 2: Percentage of congested 𝑠-days and 𝑠-hours in
ingress direction (from test server to cloud) vs. 𝐻 . Region
us-west1 and us-east4 showed the lowest and highest percentage of congestion events. Grey dotted vertical line (𝐻 =0.5)
shows the threshold we chose to detect congestion.

us-west1
us-west2
us-east1
us-east4
us-central1

4.1

5,293
6,609
6,217
5,255
6,582

# of servers
measured by CLASP

325
121
265
111
144

106
25
184
40
56

Internet performance in GCP

We studied the best performance from cloud regions to the servers
during the measurement period (Fig. 4). We used the 95th percentile
download throughput and 5th percentile latency, instead of the
maximum throughput and lowest latency, to mitigate outliers. The
servers selected by the topology-based method had low latency
(<150 ms), as we preferred to use servers with lower round-trip
time in traceroute if more than one server shared the same interdomain link. No server could saturate the downlink capacity of the
measurement VMs (1Gbps). 80% of the servers observed download
throughput between 200-600 Mpbs in the five-month period (Fig.
4a). In the upload direction (from cloud to Internet), most of the
reported upload throughputs were close to the uplink capacity of
the measurement VMs (100 Mbps).
The three pairs of VMs that measured test servers selected by
the differential-based approach enabled us to compare the network
performance between the premium and standard tier network measured in the same hour. We computed the relative difference in

Figure 3: Two-day download throughput we measured from
Cox (Las Vegas) to GCP us-west1 region (solid blue line),
and its normalized intra-day throughput difference (dotted
orange line). We highlighted congested periods (𝑉𝐻 (𝑠, 𝑡) > 0.5)
in yellow.

4

# of inter-domain links
Total U.S. test servers

RESULTS

We analyzed 5 months of data (May - September, 2020) from 5
GCP regions to test servers selected by the topology-based method
and 2 moths of data (August - September, 2020) from 3 regions to
server lists selected by our differential-based method. We focused
on GCP regions in the U.S., which currently has the largest number
of regions in the same country. In the pilot tests for the topologybased method, we found that the number of inter-domain links that
bdrmap discovered in each cloud region was around 6,000 (Table 1).

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚

throughput, Δ𝑚 (𝑆, 𝑡) =

𝑇𝑚

𝑠𝑡𝑑 (𝑆,𝑡 )
(𝑆,𝑡 )−𝑇𝑚
,
𝑠𝑡𝑑 (𝑆,𝑡 )
𝑇𝑚

where the subscripts

𝑚 ⊂ {𝑑, 𝑢, 𝑙 } represent the network metrics (𝑑ownload throughput,
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚
𝑠𝑡𝑑 (𝑆, 𝑡) are the
𝑢pload throughput, and 𝑙atency), 𝑇𝑚
(𝑆, 𝑡) and 𝑇𝑚
3 We

deployed all the selected servers to VMs in us-west1 and us-east1 region. Limited
by the budget, we only used some of the servers selected by our method for us-west2,
us-east4, and us-central1.
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euwest1

(a) Topology-based approach. Over 90% of
measurements had latency less than 150ms
and download throughput above 200Mbps.

200

500
400
300
200
100
0

0

100

central1 (std)
east1 (std)
euwest1 (std)

(b) Differential-based approach (premium
tier). The kernel density of download
throughput shows that the premium tier
had a smaller variance in throughput than
the standard tier.

200

300

Latency /ms

(c) Differential-based approach (standard
tier). The download throughput to some
servers was higher than the premium tier.

Figure 4: Network performance captured by throughput measurements. Each data point represents the 95th percentile download
throughput and the 5th percentile latency measured from a GCP VM to a speed test server in a month. The curves on the left
and bottom of the scatter plots show the kernel density of throughput and latency, respectively.

Standard
tier
faster

Premium
tier
faster

0.5

Premium lower
Comparable
Standard lower

0
-1

0

d

(s,t)%

1

(a) Relative difference in download
throughput. The standard tier network
generally had higher throughput than the
premium tier in the measurement to most
of the test servers.

Standard
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faster

CDF

0.5

1

1
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1

0
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lower
Premium lower
Comparable
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0.5

Premium lower
Comparable
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1

0
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0
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(b) Relative difference in upload throughput. The throughput was similar in both
networks when the latency was comparable or lower in the premium network.

(s,t)%

1

(c) Relative difference in latency. The latency measured in speed tests was consistent with the results we obtained in the preliminary tests.

Figure 5: Throughput and latency comparison between the two network tiers in europe-west1 region. Green/red/blue lines
represent that the latency we measured in the preliminary test was comparable/lower in premium tier/lower in standard tier,
respectively. Grey vertical line at Δ = 0 show the reference that both tiers had the same performance. In Fig. 5a and 5b, the
left/right side of the figures indicates the standard/premium tier has higher throughput, respectively. For latency tests (Fig. 5c),
the left/right side of the figure indicates the premium/standard tier has lower latency, respectively.

4.2

measured metrics to/from test server 𝑆 at time 𝑡 connected with
premium and standard tier networks. Fig. 5a, 5b and 5c show the
CDFs of the relative difference of download/upload throughput
and latency in region europe-west1, respectively. Surprisingly, both
download and upload throughput of the standard tier network were
generally higher than that of the premium tier, regardless of the differences in latency. At least 87% of reported download throughput
in 8 test servers traversing the standard tier network was higher
than the premium tier. The relative difference was less than 50% in
over 92% of measurements. We studied the dynamics of TCP flows
in download tests on the premium tier and found that the average
packet loss rate to eight of the targets was above 10%, resulting in
throughput degradation.

Analyzing congestion events

We analyzed the congestion events that we identified in §3.3 to
characterize GCP’s Internet performance. We examined when congestion events were likely to occur using hourly congestion probabil# of congestion events in the hour
ity (=
). Fig. 6a and 6b show the
# of measurements
congestion probability of the top 10 test servers that had highest
number of congestion events in us-east1 and us-west1, respectively.
We converted the timezone to the location of the test servers to
better align with user activities. The congestion probability of these
congested servers was often below 0.1 (i.e., for a given time of day,
less than 10% of 𝑠-hours were labeled as congested).
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In the us-west1 region, we also observed upticks in congestion during peak hours, such as for unWired Broadband (AS33548)
and Suddenlink (AS19108). Interestingly, three Cox (AS22773) test
servers in Southern California and Nevada showed high frequencies
of congestion events occurred during the daytime. The packet loss
rate sometimes increased from 3% to over 50% in peak hours. These
three servers traversed different interconnections directly peered
with Google on the forward path and had low (< 1%) packet loss
rate in the upload throughput tests, indicating that congestion took
place on the reverse path (from ISP to cloud).
We compared congestion probability between the two network
tiers in europe-west1 region (Fig. 6c) and found that two networks
in India Vortex Netsol Private Limited (AS136334) and Joister Broadband (AS45194)) and Telstra (AS1221) in Australia showed higher
level of congestion in standard tier network than the premium one.
Although the standard tier network had higher throughput than
the premium one (§4.1), we found that the variance of throughput
was higher. The congestion probability of three out of six pairs
of congested test servers had much higher levels of congestion in
the standard tier networks. We believe that the cold potato routing
policy adopted by the premium tier [16] network provided more
stable network performance.
Overall, our results showed that a few ISPs suffered noticeable
network performance degradation on paths toward GCP in peak
hours, suggesting impairment of applications that send data from
users to the cloud, such as video conferencing or file uploading.

(a) Region us-east1.

(b) Region us-west1.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We developed CLASP to leverage widely deployed speed test servers
to conduct longitudinal throughput measurements to study the network performance between GCP and other networks. We designed
two methods to select representative sets of test servers based
on topology and latency. Our analysis showed that the level of
congestion was mild in general, but some networks had a high
chance of suffering from significant throughput degradation in
peak hours. Interestingly, we found that the standard tier network had higher throughput and higher variation than the premium tier. The source code of CLASP and the data are available at
https://webspeedtest.caida.org.
In the future, we will improve the scalability of CLASP. Conducting speed tests is bandwidth intensive, which is pessimal in
terms of cloud charges. The egress traffic, cloud storage, and virtual
machines costed over USD 6k per month, limited our deployment.
We will apply in-band measurement approaches (e.g., [1, 40]) to
inject measurement probes into throughput measurement flows to
identify the bottleneck link on the path and reduce the test duration.
We conducted pilot tests to select test servers only once in the
beginning of the experiment. CLASP cannot adapt to changes in
the use of interdomain links and any new deployment of speed test
servers. We will develop scripts to automatically re-perform the
pilot tests and update the server lists.
Finally, we will improve our congestion detection method using
time series analysis approaches, such as autocorrelation [11] and
hidden Markov model [28], to capture changes and patterns in
throughput and latency data to detect different types of congestion
events.

(c) Region europe-west1. Dashed/solid lines are congestion
probability of the premium/standard tier network, respectively. The line color represents a test server.

Figure 6: Congestion probability of ingress network paths
in different time of day. Each line, labeled with <Location><Network>, represents the congestion probability density
from the test server to the cloud region.

In the us-east1 region, we found that a cross-country test server
in Smarterbroadband (AS46276) suffered from performance degradation throughout the day, particularly between 10am and 8pm. Our
traceroute measurement showed that the forward path traversed
GCP’s private WAN and exited at the Equinix San Jose exchange
point to reach the ISP. The two test servers hosted by Axigent Technologies Group and fdcservers.net with IPs belonging to Cogent
(AS174) showed an increased chance of congestion in the peak
hours (7pm-11pm local time defined by the FCC [13]), revealed
congestion might occur in Cogent or between Google and Cogent.
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A

LOCATION OF SPEED TEST SERVERS

Fig. 7 shows the location of speed test servers we selected in
topology-based and differential-based measurements in cloud regions we deployed CLASP. We labeled the approximate locations
of the cloud regions by resolving the city names. We retrieved
the geolocation information from the web API calls provided by
speed test platforms. All servers we selected in the topology-based
method were located in the United States. The differential-based
method chose globe servers.

B

SPEED TEST SERVERS’ NETWORK TYPE

Fig. 8 summarized the number of congested test servers in different regions. We resolved the IP addresses of the test servers using
ipinfo.io [19] for their business types (ISP, Hosting, Business, Education, Unknown 4 ). Most of the test servers were connected to ISP
networks. We labeled test servers as “congested” if more than 10% of
days had at least one congestion event. We found that 30-77% of ISP
test servers selected with topology-based method showed signs of
congestion. For servers selected using the differential-based method,
the performance between the two network tiers was similar.

4 The
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database did not return a category.
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Figure 7: The maps show the location of cloud region (red triangle), speed test servers selected with topology-based (blue circles)
and differential-based (magenta squares) in different cloud regions.

Topologybased

Differentialbased

Figure 8: The number of congested/non-congested test
servers in cloud regions. The left/right of the dotted black
line shows the servers we selected with the topologybased/differential-based method, respectively. Suffix “-c” in
server categories and light color in each bar represents the
number of congested servers.
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